
Bumblebees and Dragonflies Homework Trail (Term 4 2023-2024) 

Off on the trail... 

Reading 

Read or share a book at least five times a 

week.  This could be your school reading book 

or a book from home. 

Mathletics  

A task will be set on Mathletics each week. 

You can use the games and challenges available 

on Mathletics as often as you like. The more, 

the better! Practise the times tables facts that 

have been sent home. 

Spellings 

Have a look at and learn the words from the front 

of your homework book and practice  regularly. 

Have a look at the high frequency word lists that 

can be found on the school website.  Select the 

coloured list that contains words that you know 

you need to practise to enhance your writing. 

Make a labelled model of 

how the particles are 

arranged in solids, liquids 

and gases using recycled or 

'junk' material.  

Make a comic strip about a 

snowman undergoing all three 

changes of state. Include 

technical vocabulary and an 

explanation for each stage. 

Create a persuasive advert to 

encourage someone to visit another 

country or place- include imperative 

verbs, a rhetorical question, the 

power of 3,  pictures and any other 

features of a persuasive text. 

Research the history of 

electricity. Who discovered 

electricity? How was it 

discovered? When was it 

discovered?  What is 

electricity?                            

How does it affect your life 

today? Consider the best way 

to present your findings. 

Find out about the landscape of 

Nepal. Compare and contrast two 

different physical features and 

their climates- mountains, 

wetlands, hills, caves, or 

plains.  Write a description of 

your chosen landscapes. Can you 

include an illustration? 

Design a model which uses a 

simple electrical circuit, you will 

need to include a light or buzzer 

or motor and a switch. Your 

model can be of anything! Can 

you make it too? 

Sir Steve Redgrave is our hero 

for Terms 3 and 4. Create a 

biography for him. Use the key 

features, paragraphs and 

subheadings to organise your 

writing. Why do you think he 

has been chosen as our hero? 

Create a map of a journey from 

the UK to another country. 

Include distances and a key. Find 

out about the map symbols to use 

and include these to show key 

areas and landmarks. 

Find a piece of art that shows a 

mountain. Find out who the artist 

is and create your own version of 

the picture. This could be a 

model, painting, drawing or using 

mixed media 

 Base   Camp 

Weekly homework tasks 

You must complete three squares in a row, passing 

vertically, horizontally or diagonally through the 

middle square. 

Homeward Bound...Record all your homework in your homework book. You do not 

need to bring in your homework each week to be checked. We will be holding a Trail End 

Homework Showcase in class on Tuesday 16th April when you can share your homework with the 

class and celebrate your hard work. 
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https://godinton.kent.sch.uk/curriculum/how-can-i-help-my-child-at-home/

